
We want to thank you for inviting us to speak to you. 

My name is Ian McLaurin.  I’ll be introducing the topic, 

then Carmela Marshall, our subject matter expert, will 

give you specific examples of commercial fill and what it 

means to these other issues that interest you.  I’ll come 

back with a wrap up and then we can take questions.
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Thank you for the award you presented to us in May.  The 

recognition means a lot to us.  It tells us that we are not 

being NIMBYists.
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Lakeridge Citizens for Clean Water is a grassroots citizens group.  There was 

a nice ranch on Lakeridge Road that was a model rehabilitation of an old 

gravel pit. In 2010 dump trucks started rolling in and dumping soil.  Carmela 

was shocked that this would happen next to a Natural Core Area of the Oak 

Ridges Moraine.  A group of us sat around a kitchen table and said we need 

to do something.  So we researched, knocked on doors, organized public 

meetings, and set up a website and a facebook page.  We have about 120 

people on our e-mail list and have regular contact with other citizens 

groups.  STORM, Earthroots, and Green Durham Association have been 

especially helpful.
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These are some of the commercial fill sites that we have 

had some involvement with.  Carmela will describe what 

happened at some of these sites and how they 

demonstrated weakness with the Brownfield regulations, 

source water protection, aggregate pits, the Oak Ridges 

Moraine Conservation Plan, Groundwater protection, 

aerodromes, and different levels of authority.  

Carmela.
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Good evening and thank you once again for the opportunity to share some 

information with you. I’ll be running through some case studies and discussing 

how they relate to the various legislative gaps when it comes to commercial fill 

operations. I’ll start with this photo of a fill site in the City of Pickering. The rural 

landowner was approached with an offer to receive fill for financial 

compensation. All the source site lab reports indicated the fill was clean however 

the project was shut down by the City of Pickering when independent testing 

revealed elevated levels of petroleum hydrocarbons in the imported soils.

Reports indicated that the fill originated from the redevelopment of industrial or 

commercial properties in downtown Toronto.  Regulation of those types of lands 
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is through the Ministry of the Environment’s Brownfield regulation,  or Reg. 

153/04.
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The Brownfield Regulation governs soil-testing procedures and dictates the 

quality of the soils that can be brought in when potentially contaminated 

lands are being redeveloped; however it does not regulate soils leaving 

these sites, such as the soils that ended up on the Pickering property. 

.

These types of brownfield regulatory gaps, together with the economics of 

the fill industry present some serious problems.  It can cost hundreds to 

thousands of dollars to remediate or clean up just one truckload of 

contaminated soil. However, one can dig and dump a truckload of soil for 
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20 to 100 dollars per load on a willing private landowner’s property. 
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The other very serious issue is that the Ministry of the Environment has 

no definition for clean fill and no prescribed soil quality guidelines for 

excess soils or a regulation for the movement of excess soils in Ontario. 

The MOE has developed Soil quality tables for use under their Brownfield 

Regulation  -an excerpt is shown here. Unfortunately, as no other 

standards exist, these tables are being used by industry and permitting 

authorities outside of their prescribed use. They are being used  in a very 

inconsistent manner and with sometimes no regards to the fact that they 

are “clean down to” tables and not “pollute up to” tables. 
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This is another fill site with significant contamination located on 

Taylor’s Rd. in the City of Kawartha Lakes. Unlike the Pickering 

property, a permit was not obtained from the city for the filling 

operations here and there was also illegal dumping in the 

conservation authority’s regulated area. Like the Pickering fill site, it 

was neighbours who brought this site to the attention of the 

authorities.  Although all source site soil reports indicated clean soils, 

it was again independent testing that revealed unacceptable levels of 

contaminants in the soils deposited at this site.  So where did all this 
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soil come from?
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Well, it turns out it came from a soil remediation facility right here 

in Durham Region.  Just a few brief notes on soil remediation-these 

facilities require a compliance approval from the Ministry of the 

Environment to operate. For the facility in Durham Region, the 

remediation of petroleum hydrocarbons in soil is achieved through 

the injection of a bacterial solution in order to degrade those 

contaminants. These techniques are not as effective in removing 

heavy metals and many other toxins.
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These are the lab results for soils tested from the Taylor’s 

Rd. site-the exceedances are shown in red. So how is it 

that a soil remediation facility with comprehensive testing 

requirements ends up shipping soils that are high in levels 

of petroleum hydrocarbons, arsenic, lead and other 

contaminants? We are still looking for an answer.
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The owner of the Taylors Rd. property just discussed indicated that 

part of the site was a rehabilitated gravel pit but she was not 

happy with the rehabilitation and so she was importing soils to 

improve the land for farming.  Similarly, in East Gwillimbury we 

have an expired gravel pit where the owners declared they wanted 

to import fill to bring the land back to usable farmland. This 

picture is a partial view of the overfilled area spilling out onto 

adjacent active farmland in violation of the Township issued 
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permit. 
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It is important to note the surrender of the license for this pit did not 

occur in the regular fashion. Typically the MNR requires rehabilitation to 

be done according to the site plan in place before the licence is allowed 

to be surrendered. In this case, the pit owners entered into a legal 

agreement with the Township that allowed them to fill the lands. 

Therefore, the Ministry surrendered the licence before rehabilitation 

took place. I have listed a few other comments about rehab under MNR‘s 

authority for your review.
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The practice of requesting the surrender of the MNR license before rehabilitation 

is complete is becoming more prevalent. This expired licenced pit in Whitchurch 

Stouffville sits in the centre of two other active pits. The owner here has also 

indicated that she wants to return the site to farmland and to its original grade 

before it was licenced back in the 50’s. That endeavor will require over 13 million 

cubic metres of fill and 25 years to complete. The MNR has indicated that rehab 

under their purview could most likely be accomplished by the end of this year. 

We are concerned that the very lucrative business of commercial fill can 

undermine not only expeditious rehabilitations of pits and quarries, but also 

undermine creative, innovative and high quality rehabilitation practices that can 

add positively to healthy communities. 
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This is another site in Whitchurch Stouffville. It’s the triangle shaped area. This 

area was a rehabilitated gravel pit that was filled for 3 years with the intent of 

restoring the land to the original grade. This is the picture before filling took 

place. In May of this year, during filling operations, the city became aware of 

overfilling at this site as well and it was shut down, but not before 25 thousand 

trucks had dumped the extra fill onto this site. The most disturbing part about 

the whole situation is that, not only did the site owners violate the terms of their 

permit agreement but that this site is  located in a well head protection area in 

the Township. It is worth noting that neither the Township nor the region did any 

of their own independent testing during the three years that filling took place. 

However the region did put up the warning sign illustrated on the slide.
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There are 3 well head protection areas in the Township of 

Whitchurch Stouffville-the relevant one shown here. The 

colored areas indicate the various times of travel for 

surface water to reach the well. The overfilled site is 

located right in the 2 year time of travel zone for two of 

the Township wells. 
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CA’s, together with source water protection committees and the MOE, have worked hard 

to develop source water protection plans that address well head protection areas. They 

have come up with 21 land uses and activities that constitute drinking water threats. For 

example, waste disposal sites and snow storage are listed as threats to drinking water. A 

waste disposal site is an understandable threat. However, one might be surprised that 

snow storage is classified as a threat. It is the salts and PHCs that come along for the ride 

when moving snow off roads that are the issues and these are the exact same types of 

contaminants that are being found at large commercial fill sites in the GTA.  So you might 

think, well why aren’t commercial fill sites listed as one of the drinking water threats? Put 

simply, as with some other major provincial plans, commercial filling activities were not 

on the radar at the time these plans were compiled. 
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Another unique environmental plan is the Oak Ridges Moraine 

Conservation Plan. The Oak Ridges Moraine is extremely susceptible 

to large scale fill operations due to the very topography that makes it 

so unique and the fact that it has a large number of gravel pits. In 

fact, Durham region is host to the most number of licenced gravel 

pits in the GTA - over 60 in total with most located on the moraine. In 

addition to the licenced sites, there are approximately 80 abandoned 

pits that are slated for rehabilitation under the Management of 

Abandoned Aggregate Pits program here in Durham.
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This is a picture of the Earthworx fill site on Lakeridge road in the 

Township of Scugog, located at the height of land between two 

water sheds, in a high aquifer vulnerability area on the moraine, 

adjacent to a natural core area. Like 250 thousand others on the 

moraine, people in this area rely on groundwater from these 

sensitive aquifers for their use. Only recently have we come to 

understand the significant contamination that exists on this 

particular site. Contaminants such as cyanide have been detected  -

at approximately 3000 times the currently accepted limit. 
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Listed here are just some of the factors that must be considered for any kind of 

development on the moraine. However, none of these items were considered when a 

fill permit was granted to Earthworx Industries for the works at the Lakeridge site. So 

how does that happen?  Well first, one must understand that it is the municipalities 

that enforce and interpret the ORMCP. And to put it plainly, most municipal site-

alteration by-laws were not ready for these types of large scale site-alteration 

applications - Scugog’s by-law being one. As well, because fill sites are considered site 

alterations and not development, they can happen anywhere. For example, where 

you wouldn’t be permitted to construct a new golf course in a natural core area of the 

moraine, you could theoretically import millions of cubic metres of fill with no real 

proposed use provided. 
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Added to the complexity of the Earthworx site, after the 

Township ordered the landfilling to stop due to adverse 

soil test results, Earthworx declared they were building an 

airfield indicating that provincial and municipal laws did 

not apply to them. They did eventually stop when the 

courts ordered them to do so, however, the 

contamination remains. 
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Airfields and filling activities are becoming more common in the GTA.

In the Town of New Tecumseth, by Orangeville, the retirement 

community pictured on the left here sits beside a historical small 

grass strip runway that exploded with activity in the fall of 2011. 
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Hundreds of trucks per day started entering the site. This site is also 

located in an area high aquifer vulnerability on the moraine.
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It was the dust and noise that originally prompted the small 

retirement community and neighbouring property owners to 

question what was going on. The owner, who had recently purchased 

the airfield, indicated he was bringing in the fill so he could make the 

runway safer for pilots. 
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When the Township wanted to put the brakes on the operation and 

request that a fill permit be obtained, they were met with this 

response from the owner’s lawyer-this is an excerpt.  The Township 

unfortunately ended up backing off and the owners carried on with 

no established fill management plan in place, no qualified person 

overseeing the operation and no one accountable. Not to anyone’s 

surprise, the owners sold the property after months of running a 

lucrative fill business and before completing their declared runway 

renovations. The new owners are continuing the filling operations.
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It’s important to understand that when municipalities request 

clarification from the federal government concerning fill and 

aerodromes, they are told that they should seek legal counsel. So 

municipalities, like King Township are appealing to the federal 

government to resolve these jurisdictional uncertainties so the court 

does not become their only option in these situations.
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LCCW retained the services of Ian Blue of Gardiner Roberts to draft a 

legal opinion regarding aerodromes which we have shared freely 

with various municipalities across the GTA - an excerpt is shown 

here. His opinion indicates that municipalities do have the legal right 

to enforce their site alteration by–laws. 
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When the Greenbank airport in Scugog changed ownership last year, 

the owners declared they needed approximately 2.5 million cubic 

metres to renovate the already functional airfield. Given the number 

of registered aerodromes across Ontario as indicated on the map, 

there is a concern that more and more airfield owners will declare 

they suddenly require vast quantities of fill to renovate their 

airfields.

LCCW is on the Public Liaison Committee for Greenbank airways. 

Through the PLC we encourage better township enforcement and 
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oversight for the Greenbank operations as well as more conservative 

permit requirements. 
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Some good news regarding fill operations at airfields. On November 

14th last week, after months of the proponents at Burlington 

executive airport telling the City of Burlington that their by-laws did 

not apply, the Superior Court of Ontario ruled the City’s site 

alteration bylaw is indeed binding on the airport filling activities. 
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With regards to municipal jurisdiction, this site in the Municipality of 

Clarington provides a good example of when it is clear that municipal site-

alteration bylaws have no effect. This fill site is in the conservation 

authority’s regulated area. It is situated on a 100 acre property where the 

majority of the property is provincially significant wetland. This operation 

also imported quantities of contaminated fill which, allegedly have been 

removed. This site was also overfilled in violation of the permit issued, 

however the overfilled areas remain.
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Section 142 (8) of the municipal act clearly indicates the conservation 

authorities’ power when it comes to site alterations in their regulated areas. 

Although one would think that the conservation authority would have more 

power to regulate these activities in a comprehensive and conservative 

manner, indeed they do not. The problem is that CAs do not issue fill 

permits, they issue development and interference with wetland permits and 

the tests that have to be met with regards to that permission are limited.

(there will not be an adverse effect on the following five tests-(Control of 

flooding; Erosion; Dynamic beaches; Pollution; or Conservation of land)
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This is a picture of the road that was constructed so that the trucks 

could easily make it through the wet areas of the site to get to the 

dump area. Where a municipality could have protected these 

lands through prohibitions in their site-alteration bylaws, the 

conservation authority could not, or would not. Again, there is the 

fear of litigation. Court costs money and we think it is fair to say 

that most regulating agencies will do what they can so as not to 

provoke a court challenge.
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A big part of what we do as a citizen’s group is to educate 

ourselves and others on the facts and realities regarding 

excess soil management issues in Ontario. We share our 

learning and recommendations with municipal and 

conservation authorities as well as other citizen groups, 

industry, ministry staff and other agencies. Ian will talk to 

you a bit more about our progress to date. 
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The issue of commercial fill operations and the fear of contamination has 

been getting good coverage in the small town papers.  The weekly papers in 

Uxbridge and Port Perry will have an item once or twice a month.  The 

Toronto papers have covered the issue with a few stories but they don’t 

have environment reporters anymore. It is a complicated issue.  Just when 

we get the interest of a reporter - they move on to another beat.  
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In much of Ontario, a commercial fill operation involving many 

hectares and hundreds of trucks of suspect soil can be initiated with 

a simple over-the-counter site alteration permit from a municipality.  

However, municipal governments are the closest to the ground on 

this issue and the quickest to respond to citizen’s complaints.  

Several municipalities have listened and have strengthened their by-

laws.  However, a by-law review by us and another by an industry 

group, revealed that many  municipalities are unprepared to deal 

with the problem through by-laws and ill equipped to monitor a fill 
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operation.
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Some of the politicians have listened and are doing what they can 

and we are grateful for what they have been able to do. Our 

colleagues in STORM and Earthroots have met with all MPPs, but we 

need to make serious inroads with the provincial government. 
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A symposium in Port Perry this past January brought together all the 

major players and many nice things were said.  If you want to 

educate yourself on the issue of commercial fill, go to the website 

noted here for copies of the presentations and videos of all the 

presentations.  I have a handout here that lists this website as well as 

some other references that you may be interested in. 
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An interesting development has been the involvement of industry.  I 

think that they have realized that there is a problem (just a few bad 

apples) and it is better to be involved in the solution than have it 

imposed when the government finally acts.  Ontario Stone, Sand , 

and Gravel Association is looking ahead to the 2015 review of the 

Aggregate Resources Act, as are we.
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On first reading of the Federal Aeronautics Act and the COPA 

Supreme Court decision, it would seem that there can be no control 

over fill at an aerodrome.  (If I put up a windsock and say my pasture 

is an aerodrome, it is an aerodrome. )  However an opinion by our 

lawyer Ian Blue and two court decisions in favour of Scugog and 

Burlington are turning that around.
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There was a major public campaign by STORM, Earthroots

and Ontario Nature in preparation of the 2015 review of 

the Oak Ridges Moraine legislation.  Commercial fill and 

the Dirt On Dirt was one of the top 5 issues they 

presented.
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At the January Soil Symposium the Environmental Commissioner for 

Ontario said that the problem of commercial fill and contaminated 

soil should be put back on to the source, the developers of 

brownfields and condos in Toronto.  A Toronto Councillor, Genn De 

Baeremaeker, put through a motion supported by all but 2 

councillors (you can guess who one of them was).  The motion was 

for staff to report how Toronto could stop fill from being improperly 

dumped.
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Just recently, groups such as ourselves have gathered 

together under the name of Ontario Soil Regulation Task 

Force  to pool our talents, our resources and our drive, to 

work together on this problem.
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Based our experiences with commercial fill and what we 

have learned in the past few years, we have set ourselves 

with some ambitious goals.  Because they involve 

different provincial ministries, laws, regulations and 

enforcement, we feel that a provincial inter-ministerial 

task force is required.
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Here are the goals in greater detail.
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To wrap up, the two things to take away from this are 1) a commercial fill 

operation is a large scale industrial operation generating millions of dollars 

and traffic, noise, and dust that can go on for years and significantly alter 

the landscape and 2) whether it is in a commercial fill operation or as a few 

loads to fill a hole, any soil being dumped might be contaminated, despite 

whatever the paperwork may say.  In fact, there are strong financial 

incentives for it to be contaminated.

The solutions are not simple.  They involve all levels of government and 

several pieces of legislation.
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Here is something I will leave up as we take questions.  We would like you to think about what you 

could do.  We saw a good example of a material management plan is a recent tender document by 

this region.  If you dig a hole you should be responsible for the dirt until its final proper disposition.  

A commercial fill operation should be planned and perhaps even be zoned.  There should be public 

meetings.  We have seen that as one municipality strengthens their by-law, the trucks drive a bit 

further to the next municipality.  We would like the region and AMO to promote a uniform by-law.   

Municipalities need to educated about their rights over aerodromes and the federal government 

must be pressed on the issue.  We would appreciate your continuing support for Lakeridge Citizens 

for Clean Water and the Ontario Soil Regulation Task Force.  

Carmela will come up and we will answer your questions.

I have  a few sheets here with some of the references and contact information.
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